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Dear Parents, Students and  Faculty
As we embark on this new chapter, may it be filled with
 joy, prosperity, and countless opportunities. May you find
success in your endeavors, cherish moments of love 
and laughter, and embrace growth with open arms. Here's to
 a year of positive transformations, fulfilling experiences, 
and the strength to overcome any challenges that may come
 your way. Wishing you a year ahead that sparkles with 
hope and brings you closer to your dreams. Happy New Year!
In the digital age, the E-Magazine serves as a dynamic space where ideas, stories,
and accomplishments can be shared and celebrated. 
As we navigate the ever-evolving landscape of education, our commitment to
fostering holistic development remains unwavering. I encourage each reader to
explore the diverse content within these virtual pages. This edition is the
culmination of an enthusiastic and zest filled academic year that is coming to an
end.
To the students, I applaud your enthusiasm, creativity, and determination
shown throughout   the academic year. Your passion is a driving force that
inspires us all. To the faculty and staff, thank you for your unwavering
commitment in nurturing the potential within each student. Your guidance
shapes the leaders and innovators of tomorrow.
Thank you to everyone who contributed to the making of this E-Magazine. Your
efforts have truly made it a reflection of the vibrant and dynamic spirit of our
college. I look forward to witnessing the continued growth and success of our
students in the academic year 2024.
As we bid adieu to the outgoing second PUC batch of students, let us celebrate
the achievements of the past and eagerly anticipate the promise of the future.
May they carry the spirit of curiosity, resilience, making a positive impact
wherever life takes them. Dear students, you stand at the threshold of a new
chapter, armed with knowledge, experiences, and the resilience gained over the
past 2 years May God shine his warmest light upon you, bring you happiness and
keep you safe from all harm. Remember that education is not just about grades;
it's about embracing learning as a lifelong companion.
Best wishes dear students, May your sincere efforts bare best results.



GOODBYE ADDRESS
“The pain of a hard goodbye is the heart's tribute to the privilege to love"
says Beth Moore.
I remember that on the first day I entered this college with low confidence,
low self-esteem and was unsure about my feelings but the various events
and competitions conducted in these two years enhanced my confidence
and personality. I thank my teachers for guiding me in every aspect of my
life. The importance placed for academics as well as extracurricular
activities is praiseworthy. The good models within the institution is
widespread and even the non - teaching staff are friendly, kind and cheer
us whenever we are down. I was confused about my future goals but the
career guidance in our college helped me to understand my future goals
better. The various clubs have helped us widen our horizons and develop
our speaking skills. The field trip helped me gainadditional knowledge and
it was a day well spent with my friends and mentors. The two years spent
in this college has been an  enriching experience.
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Abhiya Latheef
II HEPP

When my mom told me I’ll be going to Agnes I was really upset because all
my friends were in a different college and I too wanted to go there, but
obviously you have no choice, so the first day of college I was
overwhelmed looking around, new environment, new people a new
beginning. I was so lost that I even went and sat in the wrong class. Once
college started with the classes it personally took time for me to get
adjusted with the new environment but I’m so grateful to my teachers
because they were so friendly and warm and gradually college started to
feel like home. 
From the very first day of college till the last day, every moment cherished
has been wonderful. From the fun sessions during the lunch break, to
handling stress when exams are near, taking part in various activities,
enjoying all the events held in college, helping each other out, getting
disciplined by the teachers, it has all been an incredible journey! 
Our Principal and Vice Principal have been the guiding lights on this
academic voyage. Their support and guidance has been invaluable. 
I’m so grateful to my teachers for their selfless service. Though we were
mischievous, they put in lot of efforts and always came prepared for every
class. Their patience is truly commendable, the attention they gave to each
and every student and their constant encouragement and motivation to reach
our maximum potential is truly appreciated. My friends, the heartbeat of this
unforgettable chapter have been the pillars of strength and joy. Together, we
navigated the challenges of coursework, celebrated triumphs and created
memories that will last a lifetime. Their camaraderie has been a source of
comfort and inspiration, making this journey truly memorable.

 



As I stand on the brink of bidding adieu to this incredible journey,  I find
myself reflecting on the remarkable experience we’ve shared in the science
stream. Being a science student has been an awe- inspiring journey, filled
with curiosity, challenges and a quest for understanding the world around
us.
My teachers have been guiding stars, igniting the flame of curiosity,
nurturing my passion for scientific inquiry, and fostering an environment
where I could explore, question and innovate. But beyond formulas and
theories, it’s the lessons in resilience, problem-solving, and the spirit of
inquiry that truly define my college.
Every experiment, every project, every class discussion has been a stepping
stone in my journey towards a deeper understanding of the universe. Its not
just about the friendships forged during group study sessions, the eureka
moments in the lab and the collaborative efforts that made stronger bonds.
I feel proud to say that my teachers have taught us not just to conquer
exams but to tackle real-world challenges, to innovate and to contribute
meaningfully to society.
It has been an awesome journey sharing this scientific odyssey with
each of my friends. I’m sure that I will continue to explore, discover
and never loose the curiosity that sparked my journey into this 
amazing field of science. 

Divya
II PCMC

College life has been a tapestry of diverse experience and each encounter
has played a vital role in shaping my perspective. From late night study
sessions to spontaneous adventures, every moment has contributed to a
holistic and transformative education. Studying in this college has been a
good learning experience and I am thankful for the skills I have gained.
As we stand on the beginning of the next chapter, let us carry the wisdom
gained, the friendship cherished and the lessons learned into the future. Our
teachers have armed us with knowledge, and our friends have provided the
support needed to thrive. 
In these past two years, we have made beautiful memories to last us for a
lifetime. I feel proud  to call myself an Agnesian and as I leave it’s portals          
I have only one thing to say – I’ll miss all this a lot. 

Jane Olivera
II SEBA ‘B’
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“Give thanks to the Lord, For he is good” – 1 Chronicles 16:34
On 10th January 2024, a thanksgiving mass was offered for
the catholic students of II PUC at St Ann’s Chapel. The mass
was celebrated by Fr  Joswin. It served as a moment of
reflection to appreciate and thank the support of our
teachers and each other. St Ann’s convent is also a place of
historical significance. It is a hallowed spot where           
St Mary of Jesus crucified lived for two years. Sr Janet shared
a heartfelt narrative on St Mary of Jesus crucified which left
us deeply moved. Many miracles have unfolded within these
hallowed walls.
As we navigated through the pathway of the Saint’s abode we
could feel a profound connection to her spiritual life. The
room which she occupied tells us the story of countless
prayers she offered. As we were in a sacred place we offered
our prayers in faith. The visit became a cherished memory
and a spiritual milestone in our lives.
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THANKSGIVING
MASS

THANKSGIVING
MASS

Ashmitha Pereira
II BEBA



A Visit By The Provincial Superior

A campus get-together for the faculty and support staff was
held on 24 January 2024.  Sr Maria Shamita AC, the Provincial
Superior of the Apostolic Carmel, Karnataka Province, graced
the occasion. Dr Sr Maria Roopa AC, Joint Secretary,  Agnes
Group of Institutions welcomed Sr Shamita and the
gathering. 

Sr Shamita emphasized the importance of looking inward and
urged everyone present to view teaching as a vocation. She
exhorted the audience to aspire to move from "good to great"
and highlighted it as a collective endeavor. The importance of
reviewing, reflecting, responding and self-rating as
individuals was also accentuated by her. She concluded with
a call to invest time wisely, prioritize important tasks and
strive for excellence and creativity in teaching.
The visit of Sr Maria Shamita A.C was a sheer delight to all.
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Mrs. Arshiya Patel
Department of English


